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TRIAL RESULTS SHOW SIGNIFICANT GAINS IN OFFICE 365 USAGE WITH NULIA WORKS
Nulia Works Platform Digitally Enables SEPAM Users to Increase Adoption of Office 365
Eugene, Ore. – July 22, 2019 – Nulia is pleased to share the results of a Microsoft-funded
trial project conducted with SEPAM, a MJ Flood Technology customer. The Nulia Works
platform was used by 39 SEPAM employees charged with building their teamwork skills
using the Office 365 Teams, SharePoint, and OneDrive applications.

889% more sent Teams messages
Over a 45-day period, SEPAM
saw significant improvement in
their employee’s teamwork skills
using Office 365.

519% more Teams calls
773% more shared files in SharePoint or
OneDrive
141% more editing files in SharePoint
707% more read Yammer posts

The Nulia Works platform guided SEPAM users with data-driven insights to provide
personalized productivity skill development, engaging them to adopt lasting behavioral
change in their natural flow of work. With assigned skills and outcomes chosen to meet
SEPAM’s unique business objectives, SEPAM saw considerable improvements in
collaboration, file-sharing, and engagement among their employees. Nulia Works unlocked
the value of team work across the Office 365 suite. As a result, SEPAM will continue to use
the Nulia Works platform to ensure these new skills are maintained among their users.
“It’s great to see the impact Nulia Works is having on SEPAM’s Office 365 usage” says Steve
Zimba, CEO and co-founder of Nulia. “We’re very pleased to work with Microsoft and MJ

Flood Technology to help SEPAM unlock more value from Office 365. As Sepam continues
to use Nulia Works, we are excited to see what they can achieve with Office 365 going
forward.”
“Nulia Works gave our users confidence to engage fully with Office 365 and we have seen a
significant improvement in collaboration and efficiency in getting things done” says Gus D.
Kearney, Director of SEPAM. “The user experience has enabled us to seamlessly migrate
technical and non-technical users across from non-company managed groups and apps to
those within the envelope of Office 365.”

About Nulia:
Nulia is a pioneer in Digital Enablement, getting users using their digital productivity suites.
Our Nulia Works platform is the first of its kind in the SaaS productivity suite industry,
supporting a system of measurement, personalization, and engagement guiding users to
attain, maintain and use new digital productivity skills. We’re headquartered in Eugene,
Oregon and have our international operations based in Dublin, Ireland. To learn more,
visit nulia.cloud. Join us in sparking the Digital Enablement movement!
About SEPAM:
SEPAM through its network of 14 offices around the world is a project centric organization
that delivers innovative and technical solutions to the engineering and contracting industry
globally for over 40 years. SEPAM offers a full range of technical and project management
skills from design through procurement, construction, commissioning and start-up to assist
many of the world’s major companies involved in capex projects such as Fluor, DOW, KBR,
CB&I, Sabic, Bayer, Servier and Saudi Aramco in developing new facilities, upgrades and
retrofits.
With a multinational workforce that is flexible, experienced and capable SEPAM’s integrated
structure allows clients access to our worldwide resources, providing flexibility and skills to
execute demanding and complex projects to the highest safety and quality standards.
SEPAM has specialised experience in Electrical, Instrumentation, Automation, Quality and
Health and Safety services on large-scale Petrochemical, LNG, Pharmaceutical, Sustainable
Energy, Power and Infrastructure projects.
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